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Abstract—This paper evaluates two different implementations of a bidirectional flyback converter for driving a capacitive electro active actuator, which must be charged and discharged from 0 V to 2.5 kV DC and vice versa, supplied from a 24 V battery. In one implementation, a high voltage MOSFET (4 kV) in series with a high voltage blocking diode is added, in parallel with a high voltage freewheeling diode of a conventional flyback topology, to enable bidirectional operation. Experimental result from a digitally controlled bidirectional flyback converter shows that the discharge energy efficiency is limited by the parasitics of the high voltage active components, which also prevent full utilization of valley switching during discharge process. A second implementation is therefore proposed, where the secondary of flyback transformer winding is split into multiple windings which are connected in series by lower voltage rating MOSFETs driven by a gate drive transformer. Simulation results to compare the operation of conventional and proposed converters are provided. The advantages of proposed implementation are improved energy efficiency and lower cost. Experimental results with two series connected secondary windings are provided to validate the proposed implementation.

NOMENCLATURE

\( C_{in}/C_{load} \) Input capacitance / Load capacitance.
\( C_{out1} \) Balancing capacitor across a series combination of one of the splitted secondary winding and a secondary MOSFET.
\( C_{oss1p} \) Output capacitance of the low voltage MOSFET \( M_{p} \).
\( C_{oss1s} \) Output capacitance of the high voltage MOSFET \( M_{s} \).
\( C_{oss11} \) Output capacitance of one of the several series connected MOSFETs \( (M_{s1}) \) on the secondary high voltage side.
\( C_{j} \) Junction capacitance of the high voltage diodes \( D_{2} \) or \( D_{b} \).
\( C_{s} \) Self capacitance of secondary high voltage winding of the flyback transformer.
\( C_{s1} \) Self capacitance of one of the secondary high voltage splitted windings of the flyback transformer.
\( D_{2} \) High voltage (5 kV) freewheeling diode which conducts while charging the capacitive load.
\( D_{b} \) High voltage (5 kV) blocking diode which conducts while discharging the capacitive load.
\( D_{bp}/D_{bs} \) Body diode of the MOSFET \( M_{p}/M_{s} \).
\( D_{b1s} \) Body diode of one of the several series connected MOSFETs \( (M_{s1}) \) on the secondary high voltage side.
\( i_{in}/i_{p}/i_{s} \) Input / Primary / Secondary current.
\( i_{load} \) Current through the load.
\( L_{imp}/L_{ms} \) Primary / Secondary magnetizing inductance of a non-splitted flyback transformer.
\( L_{ms1} \) Secondary magnetizing inductance of one of the splitted winding of the flyback transformer.
\( L_{ikp}/L_{iks} \) Leakage inductance referred to primary / secondary of a non-splitted flyback transformer.
\( N_{p}/N_{s} \) Number of primary / secondary turns of the non-splitted flyback transformer.
\( N_{s1} \) Number of secondary turns on one of the splitted secondary winding of the flyback transformer.
\( R_{p}/R_{s} \) DC resistance of low voltage / high voltage winding of the transformer.
\( R_{s1} \) DC resistance of one of the splitted secondary high voltage winding of the flyback transformer.
\( V_{Dp}/V_{Ds} \) Voltage across the high voltage (5 kV) blocking / freewheeling diode.
\( V_{Mp}/V_{Ms} \) Voltage across the low voltage / high voltage (4 kV) MOSFET.
\( V_{Ms1} \) Voltage across one of the several series connected MOSFETs \( (M_{s1}) \) on the secondary high voltage side.
\( V_{in}/V_{out} \) Input voltage / Output or load voltage.
I. INTRODUCTION

Dielectric electro active polymer (DEAP) is an emerging smart material that has experienced substantial improvement and has gained increasing attention over the last decade from the researchers [1]–[3]. The DEAP material is a very thin (40 μm) incompressible silicone elastomer film with a compliant electrode layer on both sides [5], [7]. DEAP can be considered as a pure capacitive load from an electrical perspective [6]. The basic behaviour of the DEAP actuator is the reduction in the polymer thickness and the increment in its area, due to an applied electric field (40-60 V/μm) [7], [8]. The axial DEAP actuator as shown in Fig. 1 is ideally equivalent to a capacitive load. When a DEAP actuator is driven with high voltage (2-2.5 kV), it converts a portion of the electrical energy into mechanical displacement, which is of the order of mm (1-1.5 mm) [4], [5]. Three of such axial DEAP actuators are used to create a DEAP incremental actuator [9] as shown in Fig. 2. DEAP, when used as linear incremental actuators, has the potential to be an effective replacement for many conventional (e.g., piezo, pneumatic and hydraulic) linear actuators due to its unique properties such as large strain, light weight, and high flexibility.

Fig. 1. A linear DEAP actuator manufactured by Danfoss PolyPower A/S.

The DEAP actuator applications [10], [11] require high voltage (HV) bidirectional power electronic converters, to charge and discharge the actuator, and to transfer part of the energy stored in it to the source. Switch-mode power supplies for charging the capacitive loads have been implemented in [12]–[15]. The flyback converter is suitable for low power (< 150 W) and high voltage (2.5 kV) applications, due to its simple structure and low component count [16]. In [17], [30], [32]–[36], [44], [45] bidirectional flyback converters with various power stages and control techniques, for charging and discharging DEAP actuators have been proposed and implemented. The proposed converter with multiple series connected secondary windings is different from aforementioned converters, since it is aimed for bidirectional operation, by replacing the diode with a MOSFET on the secondary HV side. This paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the conventional and proposed HV drivers. Section III provides the simulation results. Section IV discusses the gate driver for the secondary HV side. Section V provides the experimental results and efficiency measurements. Section VI concludes the paper followed by the futur work in Section VII.

II. HIGH VOLTAGE DRIVERS: CONVENTIONAL AND PROPOSED

High efficient flyback based converters have been widely investigated and implemented by several researchers [18]–[24]. Several bidirectional flyback converter topologies have been proposed and implemented in [25]–[29]. The conventional high voltage bidirectional flyback converter [30], [31], for driving (charging and discharging) a DEAP actuator with a certain actuation frequency, is shown in Fig. 3.

An efficiency optimization technique has been proposed in [32], [33] to improve the energy efficiency of the converter. Investigation of different transformer winding architectures (TWAs) for the same topology has been proposed in [34]. A new digital control technique to achieve the valley switching during both charge and discharge processes in a bidirectional flyback converter is proposed in [35], for better energy efficiency and improved charge and discharge speed. Primary parallel, secondary series flyback converter with multiple transformers is proposed in [36], to reduce the equivalent self-capacitance on the secondary HV side. The HV converter used in [9], [30], [32], [35] requires a HV (4 or 4.5 kV) MOSFET M_s and two HV (5 kV) diodes D_2 and D_b as shown in Fig. 3.

The 4 kV, 300 mA high voltage IXYS MOSFET [37] has the following features:

- high on-resistance of 290 Ω.
- high output capacitance of 19 pF.
- high reverse recovery time of 2.8 μs.

The 5 kV, 150 mA VMI high voltage diode [38] has the following features:
- on-state voltage drop of 7 V.
- junction capacitance of 3 pF.
- reverse recovery time of 70 ns.

Therefore, using a HV MOSFET $M_s$ and two HV diodes $D_2$ and $D_b$ on the secondary side of the HV bidirectional DC-DC converter, make it very expensive and inefficient.

To reduce the voltage rating of the high voltage MOSFETs, series input and parallel output DC-DC converters have been proposed and implemented in [39]–[43]. The proposed HV bidirectional flyback converter is shown in Fig. 4. Using this topology, it is possible to series connect several lower voltage (less reverse recovery time).

Fig. 4. Proposed HV bidirectional flyback converter with 5 series connected secondary transformer windings and MOSFETs on the secondary HV side.

The advantages of the proposed topology are:
- reduction in the voltage rating and price of the HV MOSFET.
- elimination of blocking and freewheeling HV diodes.
- possibility to achieve perfect valley switching of HV MOSFET, unlike the semi-valley switching [35] (due to series connection of HV diode $D_b$ and HV MOSFET $M_s$ during the discharge process).
- improved overall (charge and/or discharge) energy efficiency.

However, the difficulties associated with the proposed converter are:
- the need of high side gate drivers for driving some of the secondary MOSFETs.
- synchronous switching of secondary MOSFETs.
- voltage sharing among the secondary windings and the secondary MOSFETs.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS

Simulations have been performed in pSpice software to validate the proposed method, and the results are provided in Figs. 5 and 6.

Fig. 5. Simulation results during charge process for $p = 5$ stages.

Fig. 6. Simulation results during discharge process for $p = 5$ stages.

The simulation parameters used for the conventional flyback converter (Fig. 3) are: $V_{in}=24$ V, $C_{load}=400$ nF, $L_{mp}=48$ μH, $L_{ms}=30$ mH, $R_p=60$ mΩ, $n_s=25$, $R_s=13$ Ω. Peak current control has been implemented during both charge (with current limit 5 A) and discharge (with current limit 200 mA) processes with a fixed time period of 22 μs (switching frequency $f_{sw}=45.54$ kHz). The simulation parameters used for the proposed flyback converter (Fig. 4) are the same as above, except the turns ratio ($n_s=5$) and the secondary magnetizing inductance ($L_{ms}=1.2$ mH). In the simulations, the leakage inductance and self-capacitance are ignored and ideal switches and diodes are being used. Figure 5, provides the comparison between the output voltages, and the voltage across the secondary HV free wheeling diode $V_{D2}$, and body diode $V_{Mst}$, for the conventional and proposed converters, respectively.
during charge process. Figure 6, provides the comparison of the output voltages and the drain-to-source voltage across the secondary MOSFET, for the conventional and proposed converters, during discharge process.

When \( p \) series connected transformer and MOSFET stages are used in the secondary HV side of the proposed converter:

- the turns ratio \( n_1 \) is reduced by \( p \).
- the magnetizing inductance \( L_{ms1} \) is reduced by \( p^2 \).
- the drian-to-source across the body diode of the secondary MOSFETs during the charge process is reduced by \( p \).
- the drian-to-source across the secondary MOSFETs during the discharge process is reduced by \( p \).

Hence, to charge and discharge the capacitive load to and from 2.5 kV output voltage, the 4 kV or 4.5 kV MOSFET on the secondary HV side, could be easily replaced by a 800 V MOSFET, when \( p = 5 \) stages are used in the secondary side.

Table I provides the comparison between the conventional and proposed converters in terms of losses due to the HV active components (at the maximum output voltage during both charge and discharge modes). Table II provides the comparison between the conventional and proposed converters in terms cost and the volume occupied, when the real MOSFETs and HV diodes are used in the converter.

### TABLE I. LOSS COMPARISON BETWEEN THE CONVENTIONAL AND PROPOSED CONVERTERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Converter Type</th>
<th>Loss during charge process (W)</th>
<th>Loss during discharge process (W)</th>
<th>Total loss (W)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conventional</td>
<td>( L_1 = 0.168 )</td>
<td>( L_4 = 4.9 )</td>
<td>5.201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td>( L_2 = 0.192 )</td>
<td>( L_5 = 0.01 )</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE II. COST AND VOLUME COMPARISON BETWEEN THE CONVENTIONAL AND PROPOSED CONVERTERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Converter Type</th>
<th>Cost ($)</th>
<th>Volume occupied (m(^3))</th>
<th>Total cost ($)</th>
<th>Total volume (m(^3))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conventional</td>
<td>( 50 \times 10 ) for each HV diode</td>
<td>128 (64 each diode)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( 30 ) (HV MOSFET)</td>
<td>1034 (MOSFET)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td>( 5 \times 1 ) for each MOSFET</td>
<td>440 (88 each MOSFET)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table I the loss expressions are given by:

\[
L_1 = i_{avgC}V_{onD2} \quad \text{(for HV diode } D_2); \\
L_2 = p i_{avgC}V_{onDh} \quad \text{(for } p = 5 \text{ HV body diodes);} \\
L_3 = p i_{avgD}V_{onDb} \quad \text{(for HV diode } D_h); \\
L_4 = i_{rmsD}R_{dson} + 0.5C_{oss}\frac{V_{M,s,max}^2}{V_{gs}} + V_{gsf}Q_{gs} \quad \text{(for } 4 \text{ kV MOSFET } M_s); \\
L_5 = p(i_{rmsS}R_{dsonS} + 0.5C_{ossS}\frac{V_{M,s,max}^2}{V_{gs}} + V_{gsf}Q_{gs}); \quad \text{(for } p = 5 \text{ HV MOSFETs } M_{si}, i = 1, 2...5); \\
\]

The parameters used are: \( i_{avgC} = 24 \text{ mA}, i_{avgD} = 19 \text{ mA,} \ i_{rmsD} = 52 \text{ mA,} \ V_{onD2} = V_{onDb} = 7 \text{ V, } V_{onDh} = 1.6 \text{ V, } R_{dson} = 290 \Omega \text{ (4 kV), } R_{dsonS} = 13 \Omega, C_{oss} = 19 \text{ pF, } C_{ossS} = 9.5 \text{ pF, } V_{gsf} = 3100 \text{ V, } V_{M,s} = 620 \text{ V, } V_{gs} = 12 \text{ V, } Q_{gs} = 16.3 \text{ nC, } Q_{gs} = 7.7 \text{ nC.} \)

In the above, \( i_{avgC}, i_{avgD}, i_{rmsD} \) are the average current during charge and discharge modes, and RMS current during discharge mode, respectively. Those values are extracted from the pSpice simulations. Also \( V_{onD2}, V_{onDh}, V_{onDb} \) are the on-state diode drops of diodes \( D_2, D_h \) and \( D_{bs1} \), respectively.

### IV. DRIVING THE SECONDARY SERIES CONNECTED MOSFETS USING A GATE DRIVE TRANSFORMER (GDT)

In the proposed topology as shown in Fig. 4, the secondary HV side MOSFETs, need to be driven with \( p = 1 \) high side drivers, for \( p \) series connected stages. It is possible to drive all secondary MOSFETs using a gate drive transformer (GDT). Figure 7a provides the full schematic of the gate driver for 2 series connected stages (\( p = 2 \)). The microcontroller generates enable signals for the dual low-side gate driver, whose outputs are fed to the GDT. The GDT as shown in Fig. 7a) has a single primary and two secondary windings with 1:1 turns ratio.

![Fig. 7. a) Schematic of the gate driver for driving two secondary series connected MOSFETs; b) Driving signals at different nodes in the gate driver schematic.](image-url)
connected MOSFETs, using a GDT described above, can be used to drive more than 2 series connected MOSFET stages ($p > 2$). However, the type of core used for the GDT can be changed depending on the number of stages.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experimental prototype of the conventional HV bidirectional flyback converter is shown in Fig. 8 [35]. The experimental results showing the bidirectional operation at 2.5 kV output voltage are provided in Fig. 9. The primary MOSFET $M_p$ is 250 V, 16 A [FQD16N25CTM], the secondary side MOSFETs are 4 kV, 300 mA, 290 $\Omega$ [IXTV03N400S] and 4.5 kV, 200 mA, 750 $\Omega$ [IXTA02N450HV], and the HV diodes $D_2$ and $D_b$ are 5 kV, 150 mA [SXF6525]. However, for evaluating the conventional and proposed converters, only 4 kV MOSFET is considered. The secondary MOSFET used in the proposed converter is 800 V, 1 A, 13 $\Omega$ [STN1NK80Z, [46]].

A digital control technique was recently proposed in [35] to achieve valley switching control during both charge and discharge processes. In Fig. 9 a full charge/discharge cycle is shown. Figure 10 confirms the valley switching operation in charge mode. However, during discharge mode the valley voltage of the drain of HV MOSFET $M_s$ is limited by the series connected HV diode $D_b$ as seen in Fig. 11. The energy efficiency measurements during both charge and discharge modes as a function of output voltage are provided in Fig. 12. The proposed converter is expected to achieve ideal valley switching during the discharge process leading to improved energy efficiency.

The converter specifications are provided in Table III. The details of flyback transformer are shown in Table IV. To verify the concept of proposed converter, only two series connected secondary stages are considered. The 300 secondary turns are split into two for each series connected secondary winding ($N_{s1} = 150$). The parameters of the flyback transformer are provided in Table V. It is a non-optimized (non-interleaved, non-sectioned) transformer.

The flyback transformer used for the experiment is of non-interleaved and non-sectioned, and it is not properly optimized. However, for this application, transformer with multiple sections would be better choice to reduce the self-capacitance. The experimental results from the proposed converter with 2 series connected secondary stages ($p = 2$) are shown in Figs. 13, 14 and 15, respectively.

Figure 13 provides a single charge and discharge cycle using the proposed topology, when the capacitor load is charged and discharged from 0 V to 200 V, and vice versa. To verify the
proposed concept, during both charge and discharge processes, the converter is driven with fixed switching frequency. During the charge process the switching time period is 59 μs, and during the discharge process, the switching time period is 100 μs. In Figs. 14 and 15, a comparison of drain-to-source voltage across the two secondary MOSFETs during a charge and discharge switching cycle are provided.

### TABLE III. Converter specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input voltage</td>
<td>24 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacitance of load</td>
<td>400 nF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-time of primary MOSFET during the charge process</td>
<td>2 μs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE IV. Details of the splitted flyback transformer with a turns ratio of 25

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of primary / secondary turns</td>
<td>12 / 300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diameter of primary / secondary winding</td>
<td>0.5 mm / 0.12 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of layers of primary / secondary winding</td>
<td>1 / 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of core / material</td>
<td>EI25 / N87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE V. Parameters of the splitted flyback transformer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary / Each splitted secondary magnetizing inductance</td>
<td>42 μH / 6.3 mH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary non-splitted magnetizing inductance</td>
<td>25 mH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leakage inductance referred to primary / splitted secondary</td>
<td>11 μH / 53 μH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leakage inductance referred to non-splitted secondary</td>
<td>721 μH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary / Secondary splitted winding DC resistance</td>
<td>64 mΩ / 6.3 mΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary non-splitted winding DC resistance</td>
<td>12.4 Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-capacitance of each splitted secondary winding</td>
<td>78.2 pF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-capacitance of non-splitted secondary winding</td>
<td>37 pF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI. Conclusion

In this paper, a bidirectional flyback converter with multiple series connected outputs is proposed, for high voltage drive of capacitive DEAP actuators. Simulation results (output voltages and voltage stresses across the secondary MOSFETs/diodes) during both charge and discharge processes are provided, to show a comparison between the proposed and conventional implementations. A theoretical comparison shows that the proposed converter has the potential to improve efficiency and lower the cost. The detailed implementation of secondary gate driver, using a gate drive transformer is provided. Experimental results from the conventional (for full operating voltage range 0-2.5 kV) and the proposed (0-200 V) bidirectional converters are provided. The experimental waveforms of the drain-to-source voltages of the two secondary MOSFETs confirms the voltage sharing across the two MOSFETs.

VII. Future Work

Due to lack of time the converter operation for full operating voltage range, and with p = 5 series connected secondary stages is not verified. However, the future work regarding the proposed converter involves:

- implementing the valley switching control during both charge and discharge processes.
- design and implementation of the gate drive transformer for p = 5 stages.
- design of the efficient flyback transformer with very low self-capacitance.
- investigating the coupling factor of different winding strategies intern of voltage sharing.
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